GIVE!
LOVE POTION

YOGA
ALL YOGA WORKSHOPS AT GIVE ARE TOTALLY FREE!
THURSDAY
17.15
19.00

Give Flow Love - Pre Opening Ceremony Yoga Flow
for Crew and All
Opening Ceremony - House of Honey Tent

Ness Buxton

Meditation and Pranayama
The Dance of the Spine - Scaravelli Inspired Yoga
Gentle Somatic Yoga - Move Freely with Ease
Chakra Chant - Yoga, Sound Healing and Movement
Thai Yoga Massage
A Journey through the Senses - Yoga Tantra
(Couples, Pairs of Friends, Singles)
Forest Yoga

Ekatarini
Helen Noakes
Sarah Priestley
Flo Lam-Clark
Antonia Maguire
Rani Arduino

Allegra

FRIDAY
09.00
10.00
11.15
12.30
13.45
15.00
16.15

Mel Lowe

SATURDAY
10.00
11.15
12.30
13.45
15.00

Feisty Flow
Beginner/General Slow Yoga Flow with Yin Yoga Holding
Back to the Dance Floor - Theraputic Yoga for lower backs
Thai Yoga Massage with Acupressure points
Family Yoga Fun - for parents & kids, and kids on their own

Flo Lam-Clark
Zuleika Knowles
Sarah Priestley
Antonia Maguire
Rani Arduino

Yoga - Slow Flow & Breathe
Restorative Yoga - Ease the Body, Rest the Bones

Ness Buxton
Sarah Priestley

SUNDAY
11.30
12.45

http://houseofhoney.org

July 7th-11th 2022
Stanford Hall

GIVE HOLISTIC WORKSHOP LEADERS AND THEIR WORK
Mell Lowe
Teacher of Forest Yoga and Shakti Dance. The Yoga of Dance – The Path to
Enlightenment through Dance.
Mell is from South Africa. 14 years of teaching under her wing, Mell has trained in
Hatha Yoga 2006, Bikram in 2011, Forest Yoga in 2013 and Shakti Dance in 2019. She
has also trained in injury modification. In her class, you’ll experience a sense of
freedom and spiritual connection.

Flo Lam-Clark
I am a yoga and meditation teacher, sound healer and practitioner in the healing arts,
based in London. I have been practising healing bodywork modalities for over 20
years and I absolutely love it!
My passion is deep and my mission is to spread peace and calm. I teach Vinyasa
Flow, Hot Tapasya Yoga, Restorative Yoga, Pranayama and Meditation classes and
regular Meditation & Sound Healing Workshops in London.
www.florentinalamclark.com
Antonia Maguire.
Naturopathic Nutritional Therapist and Health Coach. In 2003, I was lucky enough to
be able to switch careers and follow my heart into the world of Natural Health Iridology, Acupressure Massage, Reflexology, Thai Yoga Massage and then finally
Nutritional Therapy, in which I finally qualified in 2011. It's my mission in life to keep
up to date, stay healthy myself and help others find the best ways for themselves too.
www.antoniamaguire.com
Sarah Priestley
Sarah has been teaching yoga in Scarborough and at various festivals for over
20years and is passionate about helping all bodies live with freedom and ease on all
levels.
In her classes you will learn simple easy practices that are deceptively powerful, deep
and transformative.

Helen Noakes
Helen is a nomadic yoga teacher inspired by the teachings and students of Vanda
Scaravelli. Helen also offers trainings in Chavutti Thirumal (massage by foot
pressure), which has a strong influence on her teaching
Goa has been Helen’s second home for many years, as well as enjoying leading
yoga seminars, teacher trainings and intensives in Europe, India, USA and
Scandinavia. She is passionate about spontaneous, intuitive movement in the form
of waves and spirals and includes her love of ecstatic dance into her teaching.
Helen’s aim is to invite a lightness of being and joy to our movement practice and to
encourage others to listen and respond to their intuition. Scaravelli-inspired yoga has
no methods or set sequences. This approach encourages the practitioner to create a
strong relationship to the ground, the breath and to awakening the spine.
http://www.helennoakes.net
Rani Arduino
Rani offers 1-2-1 and class yoga that’s open to all abilities, including adults, children
and those with special needs. Rani’s teaching are guided by the breath;
synchronized with movement - and her style is a fusion of classic Hatha, Vinyasa,
breathing exercises, meditation and relaxation. Mindfulness - which is observing the
breath and body - is integral to Rani yoga. The intention is to gently stimulate, relax
and rejuvenate the body, calm the mind and connect to the body.
Rani’s desire is to inspire everyone who comes to practice to gather strength,
determination and courage to go beyond their own boundaries and limitations.
https://www.rani-yoga.com/
Zuleika Knowles
My practise is a slow and meditative flow, incorporating some more dynamic
sequences with longer held yin postures and some breathe-work. The aim of my
classes is to balance movement and stillness in your body to create a sense of peace
and connection. I recently completely my teacher training in Gokarna, south India
where I was trained in multi style yoga . My classes are accessible for beginners.
Vanessa Buxton
Vanessa sees yoga as ‘Meditation in Movement’. Her yoga is a strong, slow, flow. The
Astanga of her youth was overlaid by Iyengar detail, and the spirit of her Sivenanda
teacher, Naryani. She was lucky to find the great Clive Sheridan in 1997, simultaneous

with the explosion of Kimberley into her life. 25 years of following Clive, was coupled
with a teacher training in 2000.
Ness teaches as part of her own spiritual path to inspire herself, and share the peace
of mind which always comes with yoga, alongside strength and flexibility in the body.
In 2019, a teacher training in Shakti Dance (The Path to Enlightenment through
Dance) has added chanting with rhythm and dance to her practice.

